Art Feature
Collecting Prints. Part Three:

Collecting Japanese Prints
by Chris Murray

Japanese School, late 20thC, Owl,
colour woodblock print, sealed,
signed & titled in Kanji, dated 1979,
No. 21/100 in pencil, 35.8 x26.7cm,
with one other woodblock print of a
female nude by same hand, similarly
signed, dated 1980, No. 22/20 in
pencil. (2) Rosebery’s, London. Dec
04. HP: £615. ABP: £723.

One of 17 Japanese woodblock
prints, each signed and printed with
figures in bright colours, some actors.
(some wear) Hamptons, Godalming.
Jul 02. HP: £580. ABP: £682.

Six Japanese woodblock prints, two
depicting geisha, others various birds
amongst foliage with calligraphic
script. Ambrose, Loughton. Feb 02.
HP: £300. ABP: £352.

Seven Japanese prints and two
polychrome-decorated carved frames.
Gorringes, Bexhill. Oct 05. HP:
£260. ABP: £305.

Hiroshi Yoshida, 1876-1950, Mount
Fuji, woodcut printed in colours,
sealed, printed signature, mount
inscribed ‘Presented by Mayor of
Yokohama’, 23.5 x 36.5cm, with two
other Japanese colour woodblock
prints by different hands. Rosebery’s,
London. Dec 05. HP: £140. ABP: £164.

Japanese School 19/20thC, 2 Warriors,
woodblock printed in colours,
inscription and two seals, 36 x 23cm,
with five similar 19/20thC Japanese
woodblock prints by different hands,
further reproduction prints & colour
woodblock prints by various hands.
(a lot) Rosebery’s, London. Jan 07.
HP: £140. ABP: £164.

Japanese colour woodblock print,
depicting 2 fisherwomen wading in
sea , signed and sealed, 35 x 24cm,
Suzanne Browse, Mythological head,
lithograph, signed/dated 1965 in
pencil, 2 hand-coloured 19thC lithographs of views in Spain titled ‘Velez,
Malaga’ and ‘GHranada - View from
San Cristobal’. (4) Rosebery’s,
London. Jan 06. HP: £140. ABP: £164.

Torii Kiyosada, 1844-1901 and Torii
Kiyotada IV, 1875-1941, Study of a
wrestler standing full-length, colour
woodblock print, signed and sealed,
39.3 x 27.5cm, with 4 other Japanese
woodblock prints by same or related
hands. (5) (unframed) Rosebery’s,
London. Mar 06. HP: £140. ABP: £164.
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The Japanese have produced superb prints for centuries. During the late
nineteenth century they had a profound impact on Western art and
design, directly influencing Whistler, Van Gogh, Degas, Monet,
Toulouse-Lautrec, Gauguin and Art Nouveau.
The Japanese print, exclusively woodblock prints before the twentieth
century, developed from seventeenth century book illustrations. In other
words, in time the images were published independently, often as a
series that could be put together in albums. Those depicting the same
subject from different points of view or during different seasons were
especially popular, a good example being Hokusai’s Thirty-six Views of
Mt Fuji, from which one of the best-known Japanese images, Great
Wave, is taken. Early prints were simply black and white, or sometimes
hand painted, but by the middle of the eighteenth century colour
printing had been fully mastered, and would remain a key aspect of the
Japanese print, with collectors considering their range, intensity and
harmony.
The best-known prints are the celebrated ukiyo-e, ‘picture of the
floating world,’ images focusing on the fleeting pleasures of everyday
life, people enjoying the blossoming of cherry trees (still a major
event), firework displays, good restaurants, sacred natural sites like Mt
Fuji, waterfalls and venerated trees, famous streets and their shops,
theatres, and the ‘pleasure districts’ with their elegant geishas. They
were generally of Edo (present-day Tokyo), Kyoto and Osaka.
Produced in vast numbers, these prints were the ‘affordable art’ of the
increasingly prosperous urban middle classes, and reflected their world
and interests. During the twentieth century, Japanese print makers often
continued to draw on traditional themes and styles, though with clear,
Western influences (Hiroshi Yoshida’s Mt Fuji is not Hokusai’s), and
though other print media came into use, woodcuts remained an
important print medium.
Technique
A Japanese woodblock print is the result of an extraordinary collaboration between painter, carver and printer. The process began with a
painter drawing a design with brush and ink on fine paper. The carver
glued this face down on a woodblock, rubbed down the paper gently
until the design could be clearly seen and then and cut away the areas
around the lines to be printed, leaving them in relief. When a first
impression from this block was sent to the artist, he added colour notes
and instructions for the printer, and the carver now had to cut a separate
block for each colour. The astonishing skill and delicacy of these
carvers can be seen, for example, in the very thin lines representing rain
in the Hiroshige print.
The printers produced prints by hand, not on a press, using a small
round tool called a baren to rub the paper against the woodblock
(Japanese prints were not produced by pressing the black onto paper).
The printers exercised great control over the whole process, and their
role was crucial in determining the quality of a print. They developed a
number of techniques for enhancing prints, including embossing parts
of the paper to give a sense of relief (karazuri); pressing a section of the
paper against cloth to create a textured effect, particularly useful when
depicting rich Japanese fabrics (nunomezuri); and, especially in early
prints, adding glue and mica to the colours to create a shimmering effect
(urushi). As the inks had to be applied by hand for each impression,
they could also vary the colours greatly. From this there developed one
of the most important techniques, bokashi, the gradation of a colour
from deep to very light tones: it’s seen most often on the bar of intense
blue sky at the very top of a print or on the horizon, and in depictions
of water. Japanese buyers would often judge a print by the subtlety of
its bokashi.
Prints nearly always had lines of text added, the beauty of the calligraphy playing a significant role in the success of an image.
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Buying Japanese Prints
Sadly, there are few galleries selling Japanese prints, but there are good
on-line galleries worldwide and, as our selection shows, they do come
up at auction. The gallery Hanga Ten in London specialises in
twentieth century Japanese prints. Eighteenth century prints are widely
collected as many of the finest print artists worked then, so prices can
be high (several thousand pounds), but those from the nineteenth
century are more plentiful and less expensive, though of course a fine
example by a major artist (Hiroshige, Hokusai…) will still command a
high price. For beginners, collectable prints by anonymous or less
well-known artist start at about £100 in galleries, and at auction on a
good day for far less.
As always, the value of a work is determined by the status of the artist,
the quality of the work itself, its rarity, and its condition. Colour is
important. Some collectors prefer the subtleties of the limited and
muted colours of early prints (though these have often faded over time)
to the stronger colours of nineteenth century prints. To Western eyes,
Japanese prints can seem garish. When using on-line galleries, confirm
it’s an ‘original print’ and not a reproduction The confusion can arise
because both can be called ‘prints,’ and not all sellers make the
distinction as they might.
Because of the way they were made, and because they were produced
in such large numbers, it’s important to remember that quality varies
enormously, even of prints from the same block. Early impressions are
often of very high quality; later impressions can be from a worn block,
with limited or ill-matched colours, and on poor paper. This is
especially true of the late impressions (atozuri) that were created to
meet the European taste for things Japanese that developed at the end
of the nineteenth century. So a print may indeed be a genuine Hokusai
or Kiyochika, but a poor impression, and so by no means as aesthetically important, or as valuable, as a fine impression, though fascinating
enough for those with an interest in the artists, and still worth buying,
if the price reflects the quality.
Of the many Japanese prints produced, on all manner of subjects, those
in the following broad categories are particularly collectable. It’s not
always easy to decide to which category a print belongs:
* Beautiful women: portraits of celebrated geishas, or groups of
geishas performing everyday tasks.
* Actors: invariably shown in character, with men playing male and
female roles, and performing a scene for which they were noted, hence
the rather dramatic gestures and grimaces of kabuki theatre.
* Landscapes: this genre emerged in the nineteenth century to meet the
needs of the many people who travelled to sacred Buddhist and Shinto
sites in Japan.
* Scenes from mythology, literature and religion: usually dramatic and
full of action. Prints of famous warriors, usually dressed in brilliantly
colourful clothes, are a subdivision.
* Erotica (shunga): these are generally extremely frank, but some can
be refined and subtle, a subdivision that might be better described as
‘lovers.’
* Flowers and birds: often combined.
* Western subjects: (yokohama-e and nagasaki-e) there is usually a
certain naivety and awkwardness about Japanese depictions of
Westerners, but such images are eagerly collected by some.
With modern Japanese prints, the range of subjects is very wide.

.
Japanese School 19/20thC, Figures by
a tree, woodblock printed in colours,
inscription, 27 x 20cm, Portrait of a
geisha, woodblock printed in colours,
inscription, five further Japanese
school woodblocks printed in colours
by various hands. (7) Rosebery’s,
London. May 06. HP: £130. ABP: £152.

After Ando Hiroshige 1797-1853,
Figures crossing a bridge, woodblock
printed in colours, inscription & seal,
14 x 9cm, with five other 19thC
Japanese woodblocks printed in
colours after various hands, each with
inscription and seal, all in matching
gilt frames. (6) Rosebery’s, London.
Oct 06. HP: £100. ABP: £117.

Utagawa Kunisada, Toyokuni I 1786-1865, Man & Child, woodblock
print in colours, bears Kiwame seal
1790-1804, and inscription, Pub.
Yamaguchi, Tobei, 37 x 24cm.
Rosebery’s, London. May 06. HP: £85.
ABP: £99.

Hotta, Japanese 20thC, Figures in a
temple, colour woodblock print,
sealed, signed and dedicated to Jack B
Hillier in pen, 41 x 26.5cm, Sumio
Kawakami, 1895-1972, Gas lamp and
clock, colour woodblock print, sealed,
27 x 24cm. (2) (unframed) Rosebery’s,
London. Mar 06. HP: £80. ABP: £94.

Akira Kurosaki, ‘Secret Codes 1’,
colour woodblock print, signed, titled
dated ’73 and numbered 17/50, 60 x
85, with another similar colour
woodblock print titled ‘Twilight II’ by
same hand, signed, dated ’71, titled
and numbered 33/50, 36 x 50.5cm. (2)
Rosebery’s, London. Dec 04. HP: £80.
ABP: £94.

Japanese school late 20thC, Amours
couple, coloured ink on material,
signed with a monogram, 30 x 40cm,
Hosanjin Tadera b1926, ‘Three Birds’,
black and coloured ink, with
inscription and seal, ‘Mount Fuji’,
embossed metal, stamped with a seal,
10 x 15cm, F Fryita c1978, ‘Roof
tops’, linocut printed in colours,
signed and numbered 199/200 in
pencil. (4) Rosebery’s, London. Jan
07. HP: £60. ABP: £70.

Further Reading
Christine Guth, Japanese Art of the Edo Period, Everyman Art Library,
1996. Richard Illing, The Art of Japanese Prints, John Calman and
Cooper, 1980. Sandy Kita and others, The Floating World of Ukiyo-e,
Harry N. Abrams, 2001.
Common formats (sizes are approximate)
chuban 26 x 19cm (10 x 7½in)
chutanzaku 38 x 13cm (15 x 5in)
kakemono 75 x 25cm (30 x 10in)
oban 38 x 25cm (15 x 10in) standard vertical format
otanzaku 38 x 17cm (15 x 6¾in)

Japanese colour woodblock print from
‘34 Views of Mount Fuji’ series,
signed & sealed, 25.1 x 37cm.
(unframed) Rosebery’s, London. Mar
06. HP: £80. ABP: £94.

Japanese colour woodblock print after
Wiamaro, depicting a woman, a man
and an elderly woman, signed and
sealed, 39 x 25.8cm. (unframed)
Rosebery’s, London. Oct 06. HP: £30.
ABP: £35.
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